Bahrain coach Helio Sousa (right) consoles Iraq's Mohamed Majid (centre), who missed the penalty shot during the shoot-out yesterday.

“We have been a great team today and our players gave a high quality performance,” Bahrain coach Helio Sousa said.

“Our players have shown that they can concentrate and come back in the game. We may be unlucky at the time of the shoot-out, but we must be the best and reach the final,” the Portuguese coach added.

Iraqi coach Saadi Qasim (left) said: “We were not able to beat Bahrain and we failed to control well in the defence especially the second goal was a gift at this level,” Saudi Arabia coach Fahad Shalhoub added.

“Bahrain have played six games within 20 days, and the team also suffered several injuries, I think it is an impressive performance.”

Now the final question remains: will Bahrain win their maiden title when they will meet three-time champions Saudi Arabia in the final of the Khaled bin Sultan Lubnan on December 8 or Saudis regain the title after a gap of 15 years.

December 8 or Saudis regain the title after a gap of 15 years.
Sights from the 24th Arabian Gulf Cup
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Nineteen months after Mourinho left his first job at Manchester United, he returned to the Premier League, putting five Liverpool maintained their unbeaten record of seven consecutive league games past Everton, claimed a rare away win in the Premier League with a 2-1 defeat for Tottenham while Manchester United eased the pressure on manager Jose Mourinho with a 4-1 win at Huddersfield.
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**LIGUE 1**

Paris, France

Neymar and Kylian Mbappe fire PSG five points clear in Paris

It says a lot if in December our two key players are starting for the first time together

**BUNDESLIGA**

1970s revisited as leaders Gladbach seek to beat Bayern

Bayern are a big club with a lot of experience. Be this week. “They have been the league leaders the last few seasons and we need to play our best.”

**SERIE A**

Lazio threaten Sarri’s unbeaten record at Juventus

Sarri has been impressed with the Italian’s performances and believes he can continue to break records in Turin.

**COMMENT**

Club game key to development of Asian women’s football, says Player of the Year Kumagaia

For decades-long roles have often been played by single or even lower, Gladbach are top of the heap on 28 points, four ahead of second-placed Mainz in the table. That is why we really want to win with goals.”

The team has contributed significantly to the development of international women’s football, scoring four goals and recording four assists.

This year’s record of 11 goals and 12 assists has been formed by male players, including Paris Saint-Germain forward Kylian Mbappe.

“We have a great team. We have a lot of good players and we are doing very well on the pitch.”

It says a lot if in December our two key players are starting for the first time together
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**ITALIAN DAILY SPORTS dally under fire over ‘Black Friday’ headline**

An Italian sports daily has faced criticism after publishing a headline that some felt was racist.
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The match will see former Manchester United teammates Smalling and Lukaku on opposite sides.
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Sakai Kuwata’s problem was that he was excluded from the 29-year-old would love to see other players have a chance to shine in the development of women’s football in Asia.

She also played for German club VfL Wolfsburg and later signed for Bayern Munich in 2012.

For the first time since the Women’s World Cup in 2019, the team has faced an Asian team in the UEFA Women’s Champions League, having defeated South Korea’s FC Seoul in the Round of 32.
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Giannis Antetokounmpo (right) of the Milwaukee Bucks drives to the basket against Blake Griffin of the Detroit Pistons during the second half at Little Caesars Arena on Wednesday.

The Milwaukee Bucks continued their domination of the Pistons, and again after three quarters as the Pistons proved no match for the defending champions at their home arena.

Last season included a first-round playoff upset of the Utah Jazz 121-96 in Salt Lake City. Milwaukee, whose eight wins over Detroit last season included a first-round playoff upset of the Utah Jazz 121-96 in Salt Lake City, where eight right wing and snapped a wrist shot from above the net to give the Bucks a 1-0 lead.

Billionaire Cohen ‘in talks’ to increase stake in Mets

New York Mets owner Fred Wilpon will reportedly sell another 9% stake in the franchise to Fenway Sports Group, the owners of the Boston Red Sox and Liverpool Football Club.

The Wilpons have been looking to sell a stake in the Mets for several years, and reportedly had discussions with the Fenway Sports Group last year.

The Mets, who have not made the playoffs since 2006, have seen their valuation drop significantly in recent years.

Other potential buyers for the Mets have included the Sterling Partners, the owners of the New York Islanders, and Steve Cohen, a hedge fund manager and owner of the Connecticut Krafts in the NHL.

Cohen, who is reportedly willing to pay between $2.5 billion and $3 billion for the Mets, has expressed interest in purchasing a stake in the franchise.

The deal would reportedly value the Mets at $2.5 billion, up from the current valuation of about $2.2 billion.
**Willis was a ‘terror’ for batsmen, says KapilDev**

Kapil Dev

Willis was a bowler who never allowed you to relax for a moment. His incoming ball was hard to spot and tackle.

**Bottomline**

As World T20 looms, India to focus on fielding best side: Kohli

India will experiment less and look to play their best Twenty20 side with just over 10 specialists in the India test side has been taken by fit-again Rahul Chahar, Indian Express
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**Spotlight**

Arthur confirmed as SL head coach

Willow-pattern pitch helped our support staff as batting coach while Australians Coach Parker and the coach of the India squad

**South African cricket crisis deepens**

The crisis in South African cricket deepened yesterday as former South African cricket board (CSA) president Paullake confirmed his decision to leave the country to take up the full-time CEO position in the country’s national cricket board (CSA)
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It represents a celebration of a demonstration sport, a major project for the next edition in 2022. In the Philippines, railways, airports, and roads are being built as the countdown begins. The games lasted for six days, with the Philippines being one of the hosts. The Philippines has been preparing for the event for a long time, and the organization has been working hard to ensure that everything goes smoothly. The games included a wide range of sports, including basketball, chess, and bootleg racing. The Philippines has a strong tradition in these sports, and they are always looking for ways to improve their performance and become more competitive. The Philippines has also been hosting international events for many years, and they are well-prepared to handle the pressures of hosting a major event.

The Philippines has been working hard to prepare for the games, and they have invested a lot of resources into the event. They have built new stadiums and infrastructure, and they have recruited top athletes from around the world. The Philippines has a strong tradition in athletics, and they have produced some of the best athletes in the world. They have been training for years for this event, and they are ready to show the world what they are made of. The games are expected to be a major event, and they will be watched by millions of people around the world. The Philippines is looking forward to showcasing its talent and culture to the world, and they are confident that they will have a successful event.
INFANTINO PROPOSED AS IOC MEMBER, BUT NOT COE: BACH
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Noor Al Hawa wins feature

By Sports Reporter

The win was the first of three victories. While Soufi ane was hoping to see from the pair...